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To look for physics Beyond the 
Standard Model (BSM), we use the
three-prong approach:

•The Energy Frontier (high-energy    
colliders)

•The Cosmic Frontier (underground 
experiments, ground and space-
based telescopes)

•The Intensity/Precision Frontier 
(intense particle beams)

Frontiers of Beyond Standard Model Physics Search
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Precision Scattering: MOLLER and P2

To access multi-TeV electron scale it 
is required to measure: 

Asymmetry is an observable which is directly related to the interference term:  

MOLLER and P2 experiments offer a 
unique opportunity to reach multi-
TeV scale and will become 
complimentary to the LHC direct 
searches of the BSM physics.
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One-Loop Corrections for MOLLER
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QED

Weak Correction
The solid line corresponds to semi-automated 
and dotted line to "on paper” calculations. 
QED correction shown as dashed line.
The filled circle corresponds to our 
predictions for the MOLLER experiment.



NNLO Corrections for MOLLER

+ ...

The Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) ElectroWeak Corrections (EWC) to 
the Born (∼ M0M0

+) cross section can be divided into two classes:
• Q-part induced by quadratic one-loop amplitudes ∼ M1M1+, and 
• T-part – the interference of Born and two-loop diagrams ∼ 2ReM0M2-loop+.
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Dispersive Sub-Loop Approach

• The most of the leading two-loop EWC corrections to Møller 
process has been completed.

• It is essential to apply alternative approaches in two-loop EWC  
calculations for the cross-check purposes.

• We employ newly developed approach of dispersive sub-loop 
insertions.

• Advantages include not only cross checking previous results, but 
also our ability to retain kinematical dependence of two-loop EWC 
and inclusion of broader sets of two-loops graphs. 
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Sub-Loop Insertions: Self-Energy

•Replace self-energy insertion 
by effective propagator

• Dispersive representation of 
self-energy sub-loop has 
propagator like structure with 
mass s
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Self-Energy Sub-Loop

Each of the Σ terms are functions of one (A0)- or two-point functions (Bij). 

Vector boson:

Fermion:
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where: First, separate UV-divergent and finite parts: 



Vector Boson SE and Dimensional Regularization
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Regularized one-loop UV-divergent part has the following form:

Here, coefficients ai{2l, n} are the functions of masses m1 and m2.

Finite part of the two-point function, up to linear term in ε:



Vector Boson SE and Dimensional Regularization
Second, represent UV-finite part dispersively: 

The integral is divergent. Expression under integral behaves as ~1/s. 

Consider the following subtractions:

Above equation is independent of scale Λ2.
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Vector Boson SE and Dimensional Regularization

Putting everything back together:

Polynomial term will contribute to the numerator algebra of the second loop. 
Dispersive term will contribute an additional propagator plus polynomial term 
to the second loop integral. 

polynomial term

dispersive term

A. A and S. Barkanova, arXiv:1905.07936
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Sub-Loop Insertions: Triangle
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depends on the momentum
of the second loop.
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Triangle Insertion
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Example: Two-Loop Self Energy
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Example: Two-Loop Self Energy
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Example: Two-Loop Self Energy



Conclusions

Sub-loop insertions and second-loop integration are expressed in the 
two-point function basis, which allows to carry out the calculations 
analytically, with numerical integration done over the Feynman and 
dispersion parameters.

Automatization of the NNLO EWC calculations is currently under way. 

Our next goal is a full gauge-invariant set of two-loop EW graphs.

Applications include processes for precision experiments such as 
MOLLER, P2 and Chiral Belle (see M. Roney talk).
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Second Loop Integration: Three-Point PV
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Triangle Insertion: Dimensional  Regularization
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Recalling:

We get:


